TOP PRIORITY

From: The Addl. Director General of Police, CID Haryana

To: DC/Rewari & Narnaul.
    SP/Rewari & Narnaul.
    DSP/CID - Rewari.

Copy to: 1. Chief Secretary, Haryana
          2. ACS/Home, Haryana.
          3. ACS/Transport, Haryana.
          4. DGP/Haryana.
          5. Sh. T.L. Satyaprakash, IAS, Secretary Home & Nodal Officer for the State.
          7. Sh. Virender Dhaliya, IAS, Director Transport, Haryana.
          8. SP/Railways (H) Ambala Cantt.

No 356 - 19

R/ADGP-CID (H) Dated: 11.05.2020

Subject: Covid-19 pandemic – Movement of stranded agricultural labour.

* * * * *

May kindly refer to Govt. of India, MHA’s order dated 29.04.2020 followed by Haryana Govt. SOP issued vide endst. No. SPL/101/Covid/2020 dated 03.05.2020 and this office WAN message No. 26462.671/Inf. Misc. Desk/89-CID, dated 05.05.2020.

2. Tentative schedule of two trains to facilitate the transportation of agricultural labourers/migrants back to their native places, stranded due to N-Covid-19 pandemic from (i) Rewari to Sagar (M.P.) and (ii) Rewari to Chatarpur (M.P.) is on 12.05.2020. In the 1st train which is going to Sagar, agricultural labourers/migrants of Madhya Pradesh stranded in District Rewari only and in 2nd train which is going to Chatarpur agricultural labourers/migrants of Madhya Pradesh stranded in District Narnaul only, belonging to following districts of Madhya Pradesh:

Guna, Gwalior, Chatarpur, Tikamgarh, Datia, Damoh, Panna, Bhind, Murena, Sheopur, Sagar, Niwadi & Mahoba,

are proposed to be transported. You are requested to ensure:

1. The District Nodal Officers with the assistance of GM/Roadways shall ensure the smooth movement of such labourers/migrants from different locations of their district to the shelter homes of their respective districts well in advance.

2. DCs & SPs will make sure that the data base of all the agricultural labourers to be transported shall be properly maintained in the enclosed proforma and the same must be uploaded/registered in the Haryana State Govt. Web Portal: https://edisha.gov.in/eForms/RegisterMigrants.

3. Proper thermal screening of all the passengers to be sent, shall be ensured.
4. Proper arrangements for their stay in the shelter homes, food, water clean toilet facilities, sufficient no. of masks, sanitizers and the medical teams at the designated shelter homes shall be ensured. Similar facilities shall also be ensured at Railway Station Rewari.

5. The labourers/migrants having symptoms of COVID-19 shall be immediately isolated and NOT to be allowed to board the train, and are to be further dealt with as per the COVID-19 protocol.

6. **FOR SP/GRP ONLY**: She shall coordinate with and provide all necessary assistance to the district officials for smooth boarding of such labourers from the designated railway station i.e. Rewari while maintaining social distancing norms and following COVID-19 protocol. She shall also depute a senior rank officer for better coordination with DCs & SPs/Rewari and Narnaul.

7. All persons boarding the train shall be wearing protective face masks. District Nodal Officer may provide them, if necessary, hand sanitizers in every coach of the train. **DSP/CID Rewari (9864999772)** shall coordinate all these arrangements with DCs & SPs/Rewari & Narnaul and SP/GRP.

8. Food packets, dry snacks/refreshment/drinking water may also be provided to those boarding the train.

9. DCs & SPs/Rewari and Narnaul shall ensure above arrangements by following social distancing norms.

   Please ensure compliance.

   (Anil Kumar Rao)
   ADGP/CID (H)
   (Nodal Officer of the State for transportation)
   Mobile: 82659-00100, Mail id: spl-haryana@nic.in

   11/6/2020

   [Signature]

   2020
A Copy is forwarded to the following for necessary action and strict compliance:

1. The Additional Deputy Commissioner, Rewari.
2. The Superintendent of Police, Rewari.
5. CEO Zila Parishad, Rewari.
6. District Revenue Officer, Rewari.
7. DSP (HQ) & DSP, Rewari/ Kosi/ Bawal.
8. Tehsildar, Rewari.
10. SE, PWD (B&R), Rewari.
11. Civil Surgeon, Rewari.
12. XEN. (PR), Rewari.
13. XEN. Irrigation, Rewari.
14. XEN. Irrigation, DIV-1, Rewari.
15. XEN. PHED, Bawal.
16. DETC (ST) Rewari.
17. DETC (Excise) Rewari.
18. GM, Haryana Roadways, Rewari.
20. DEO, Rewari.
22. Sh. Chap Singh, ETO (Sales Tax) Rewari.
25. All BEO District Rewari.
26. Principal Govt. College for Women, Sec-18, Rewari
27. Principal, DIET, Hussainpur, Rewari.
28. DIPRO, Rewari.
29. ADIO, Rewari.
30. Stenographer to DM, Rewari.
31. Steno To CTM, Rewari.

Sanjeev Kumar, H.C.S
City Magistrate,
for District Magistrate,
Rewari.